CLEAN AND GO
Residents wishing to avoid cleaning their home themselves have the option to choose the Clean and Go
service, in which they pay for a cleaning service after vacating the home. The amount, as follows, is due to
Barksdale Family Housing via money order at the final inspection to check for damages, scheduled with the
member.
2BR
$360
$445

Standard clean
Heavy clean*

3BR
$440
$530

4BR
$525
$610

*Units will require a heavy clean if they meet at least one of the following criteria:
1. The resident has (or had) pets in the home, which requires the home (not including the garage) cleaned and treated
for pet hair and odor.
2. The resident has severely soiled the kitchen appliances, such as the oven cook top/underneath the cook top,
and inside of the oven. Severely soiled refrigerators, dishwashers and microwaves will also qualify.
3. The resident has severely soiled the bathrooms, to include heavy mildew and soap scum on shower walls. Also
extends to soiled toilets, cabinets and vanity drawers.
4. The resident has excessive crayon or pencil marks on the walls, doors, door trim and/or baseboards.

CARPET SHAMPOO

Residents who wish to only have their carpets shampooed as part of the package can do so at an additional cost,
or independently of a package. Note: Units which have been occupied by pets must be treated for pet odor/hair.

2BR
$150
$180

Pet-free units
Units with pets

3BR
$220
$350

4BR
$275
$400

FLOWER BEDS

Residents who wish to have the weeds in their flower beds pulled as a part of the package can do so at an
additional cost, or independently of a package.

Cost

Front yard

Back yard

Side yard

All flower beds

$70

$70

$25

$180

I,
, am opting to pay to have my home cleaned for me to clear housing, as
opposed to cleaning it myself. I acknowledge that there will be a final inspection to check for damages prior to
the cleaning and the total below will be due via money order at that time.
(Charge breakdown and total)

Service member

Date

Hunt representative

Date

